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Dear Parents
Once again, we hope that you and your families are keeping safe during these
difficult times. I would like to thank you for your support during this crisis. We have
been overwhelmed with your kindness and also your concerns for our staff.
You might be inclined to create a minute by minute schedule for your kids. You have
high hopes of hours of learning, including online activities, science experiments,
and book reports, but education is not the learning of facts but the training the mind
to think.
This is a unique time for everyone and at the end of all of this, your kids’ mental
health is more important than their academic skills. How they felt during this time
will stay with them long after. So keep that in mind, every single day. I encourage
you to show “Grace & Flexibility” on yourself at home during this time in addition to
your children.
I would also encourage you to take this time with your children to really explore new areas of their interests or partake in family
activities that you may not have had the luxury of time to do before. A silver lining can always be found if we look hard enough!
What kids need right now is to feel comforted and loved. To feel like it’s all going to be ok. And that might mean that you tear up
your perfect schedule and love on your kids a bit more. Bake cookies and paint pictures. Play board games and watch movies.
Do a science experiment together or find virtual field trips of the zoo. Start a book and read together as a family.
I look forward to a great year together as partners in the education of your child. However, please rest assured that we are all
working hard to prepare for the safe return of both the children and also staff. Take care of yourselves and your families and
we hope to see you all very soon.

Harsh Kumar
(Principal)
Some people see a wall and assume that's the end of their journey. Others see it
and decide it's just the beginning." -Angeline Trevena

Whether we wish to be cowed down by the supposedly invincible wall, the
unshakeable barrier or chose to go fearlessly along its arduous track to attain
triumphant pastures, is a choice life poses in front of us at some point of time or the
other. These choices are nothing but a replica of Robert Frost's The Road Not Taken,
which states that choosing one over the other makes us who we are today.
In the current pandemic situation, we have chosen resilience over submission and
self-restraint over thoughtless indulgence. This is the sole objective of education - to
never be paralyzed by the challenges life throws one's way and to view
setbacks/failures as learning opportunities. Believing that not all classrooms have
four walls and that at times the most significant lessons are learnt in the most
unexpected situations, has brought us unprecedented success in our educational
journey. Here, the role of technology in bridging the learning gaps has been a tremendous one. The teaching faculty has adapted
to the changing paradigms of education most avidly. The learners' passionate enthusiasm towards knowledge has been a
constant motivation. By beating all odds of time and work, our parents and guardians have become the most reassuring pillars
of strength to all the learners. Their words of commendation and valuable feedback/suggestions have further been our stimulus
in the pursuit of the scholastic dreams. Deepest gratitude goes out to our parent fraternity and community at large, for standing
staunch and believing in the power of learning throughout this period of adversity.
Today as each home has become a centre of invaluable learning, it is imperative to provide a joyful and engaging experience to
our children. Inspiring and leading them to make rightful choices themselves amid the rising anxiety, is our prime responsibility.
With a firm belief in the African proverb,' Smooth seas do not make skillful sailors', we look forward to attain unparalleled
learning milestones in the midst of current disorder.
Wishing you all complete safety and a wholesome learning experience!

Akanksha Sehgal Setia
(Headmistress Senior)

Online Classes
“Unless you try to do something beyond what you have
already mastered, you will never grow.”
Ronald E. Osborn
The current situation has given us the opportunity to go beyond what we have already mastered. Adopting novel ways to
continue with the learning process, we started online classes to keep the students engaged at home so they may learn
constructive things.
Online Interactive Sessions by BBPS, Manesar Teachers

PRE- PRIMARY ACTIVITIES

Every activity in school life plays a significant role in development of students. Co-curricular
activities are an essential part of school life and help in enhancing learning process of students.
All the activities conducted at BBPS, Manesar are designed and balanced with academic
curriculum so that every student gets to learn beyond subjects. These activities are meant to
bring social and intellectual skills, moral values, personality progress and character appeal in
students. For the holistic development of our tiny tots, various online activities were conducted
in the month of April and May.
Glimpse of online activities conducted for Pre-Primary and Pre-School students.
English Rhyme Recitation

Finger Printing

Mother's Day
Paper Folding

PRIMARY ACTIVITIES
To develop listening and speaking skills in children, Bal Bharati Public School, Manesar has provided a virtual platform for
students to encourage them and overcome their fear in public speaking. Thus, various activities are conducted for Primary
students on every Friday to enhance their communication skills.

Do's and Don't of Covid 19

Healthy Menu Card

MoM and Me

Poster Making

Healthy Food

Mask Making

Pick and Pack

Presentation on Parallels and Meridians

MIDDLE ACTIVITIES
“The World of imagination is boundless.”

Online Poster Making

Bal

Bharat Public School, Manesar
organized an Online Poster Making
Competition under the campaign of Fit
India Movement for the students of
Class VI on May 2, 2020. The objective
of the competition was to encourage
the students to include physical
activities and sports in their everyday lives.
Aadhya Joshi (VI A) bagged the first position followed by Abhinav (VI B) in the second place and
the third position was secured by Navika Jain (VI B)

Budha Purnima
To mark the auspicious occasion Of Budha Purnima and to convey the message of being
humane and kind hearted to the students, Bal Bharati Public School, Manesar scheduled a few
activities on May 6, 2020 for the classes VI – VIII. A documentary on Lord Budha’s life and
teachings was shown to the students of class VI and an Online Quiz was conducted based on
the documentary. Students of Class VII narrated short stories and the students of class VIII got
the opportunity to write essays on Lord Budha’s life and teachings.

Extempore
Students

need to speak well in their personal lives, future workplaces and social
interactions. Extempore is one such method which assists the students not only in thinking
on their own but also in voicing their creative ideas with precision. To enhance the
communication skills of the students, an activity- Extempore was held on Wednesday, May 20,
2020 in English Online Class for the students of class VI.

Debate Competition
Bal Bharati Public School, Manesar organized
an online Debate Competition on 4th May, 2020
on the topic ‘Women Empowerment’ for the
students of Class IX. The purpose of the
competition was to give a platform to the
students to express their thoughts and opinions
speakers.

Hindi Nara Prastuti on Corona

The best way of learning is by doing. To make our class room more interactive
and informative various activities were conducted in Mathematics and Science
by our Middle Department.

Mathematics
Activity Interpreting data using Bar Graph was conducted for the students of Class VIII.
Students interpreted literacy rate of five states of India with the help of bar graph.

Class VII students did an activity to Verify
that each pair of corresponding angles
made by pair of parallel lines and a
transversal, are equal.”

‘Playing with numbers' activity was conducted in Maths online class for the students of class VI.
Students designed trees by showing different mathematical aspects like factors and multiples,
odd and even numbers, common factors, HCF and co-prime numbers.

Science Activities
A Virtual Excursion to International Spaceship was arranged for the students of Class VIII.
The students were thrilled to see the way of living of astronauts.

The students of Class VII got an opportunity to have a Virtual tour to “Amul Food Factory” to
enhance their knowledge about dairy organization.

An activity ‘Filtration of Water’ was conducted
in science online class for the students of Class
VI. Students performed Sedimentation,
Decantation and Filtration.

PARENT TEACHER MEETING

PARENTS’ FEEDBACK
At this time of pandemic when there is no access
of anything, this online class session came as a
way of hope in this dark time.
The sessions are very informative and interesting.
I am really enjoying the classes, teachers are very
friendly, helpful and supportive.
Thank you so much.
Regards.
- Vaani Dhiman (VIII B)

Hello Ma'am, Navika is enjoying all the online
classes. She looks forward for the interactive
sessions and we as parents appreciate the efforts
which the teachers and school is taking to teach our
kids during this difficult time. Thank you.
-Navika (VI A)

We all would agree that both of you are the
finest faculties our kids have. Our lives are
paused due to corona but we are very thankful
to both of you that you are putting lot of efforts
to educate our kids at this hour. Your hard
work and efforts (specially videos) make us
believe that our kids are in responsible hands
and their future is bright. I personally want to
thank you for all the hard work and energy you
put in to make learning so easy and cheerful.
Myra is always excited to attend the online
classes and is learning a lot. She is learning
new things with smile and laughs. Learning
now seems to be a game that she enjoys a lot.
- Bhawna Abhinav Pathak (PP)

INTERHOUSE COMPETITIONS
The first Online Inter House Competition for the session
2020-21 was held on May 9, 2020. Young children of
classes 4 and 5 personified famous Indian Women.
Students of all the houses participated enthusiastically
and displayed their skills. The famous personalities
personified by students were- Maneka Gandhi, Sarojini
Naidu, Anandi Bai and Manikarnika.

An Online Inter House Debate competition was
held on May 23, 2020 for the senior students.
The topic of discussion was India's response to
COVID-19. The teams were chosen from
Classes VI - XII. Students were full of energy and
they presented their views with great
confidence.

INTER SCHOOL COMPETITIONS
Goonj - An Inter School Online
cultural Fest was organized by
DPS -45. The theme of the Fest
was “Parichay...Pehchan khud
se”. This cultural fest was open
for the students of Classes IX to
XII.

To celebrate World Tobacco Day, Online Poster Making Competition was organized by Indian
Cancer Society. The theme given by WHO was “Protecting Youth from Industry Manipulation
and Protecting Them from Tobacco and Nicotine Use”
Poster Making (VI – VIII)

Comic Strip Making (IX – XII)

ONLINE SUMMER CAMP
An online summer camp was organized for the children keeping in mind their holistic
development. Several activities related to cooking, personality development, communication
skills were shared. Students participated in them with a lot of zeal and didn’t leave any stone
unturned which could be visualized through their videos and photographs shared by them.

